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A MEDIA CENTER RAP
(Best read with rapper voice)

Welcome to our annual rap. We’re all a bit of a jam. We’re very proud of our circulation. We’re proud of our media. We’ve got kids in here all day. Some read, some print and some are “Hey!”

Others research while some just study. I’m here to help, these media books.

Do we play games? We play with kids. We learn research. We help print. Help print, cover all of it. We use Chromebooks, laptops, and even PCs. Thank you, Hallie, for these technologies.

We added documats, and teacher laptops. Many Chromebooks, too. So, D.J., you rock! As you see we’re busier all the day long.

Sure hope you’ve enjoyed our MC song.

-DJ IT Calling to my Homies: Peace Out.

THE JHS LITERACY MOVEMENT

We Knights are very much the promotion of the literacy movement in the hallways, particularly in the classrooms of our reference and English teachers. The success of our ASL classes will depend on being heighted awareness to reading.

Check out our Library, the master of circulation below, espionage, the huge collection of books, and the circulation of books in the library daily. We also provide reference daily and increased test scores in many areas and higher.” Books in our Read 180 program.

SCHOOL YEAR TOTAL CIRCULATIONS TOTAL HOLDS PLACED
2013-14 7,328 89
2014-15 7,955 83
2015-16 8,635 72
2016-17 11,284 153
2017-18 15,385 302

MEDIA CENTER HAPPENINGS

JHS Book Club’s Last Meeting of the year, snacks, and a book exchange

A small sampling of our many displays. #advertisingworks

ABOVE: 2nd Annual Read Around Day with SES

RIGHT: Ms. Jenkins won the Christmas Break Faculty Reading Contest

RIGHT: Congressional Selfie with Rep. Doug Collins

BELOW LEFT: Map created for Common Sense School

BELOW RIGHT: Loading books bought for Reading Rockets Little Free Libraries

In support of our Johnson High School Knight’s Creed, the mission of our library media program is to help every student thrive by fostering a love of reading and promoting the effective use of information technology.